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Image search



Image search: 2/3 steps

1. Image = unique search term

2. Rank search results by visual similarity to an image



Step 1: select image



Step 1: image



Image: edit









Step 2: strategies



Concept: abstract idea



Strategy: shape



Strategy: color



Strategy: composite 



Step 3 (optional): image type



Image type: verbal



Image type: non verbal



Image type: combined



Image type: unknown





Strategy: Shape



Strategy: concept



Strategy: Shape



Strategy: concept



Strategy: Shape



Strategy: Color



Strategy: concept





Image





Add a classification





Filter & Combine







Filter & Combine





Image similarity: history

Released in 2014

Based on Image features:

Shape

Color

Texture

Very effective: simple geometric shapes



Image similarity: limitation

Semantic similarity



Image similarity: since

AI based search

Semantic search by definition

Automated classification of images

Release date: April 2019



Image similarity: now

Newly trained algorithm



Image classification: example

1 06.09.05 Other cultivated areas                                       (15.1)

2 01.05.01 Sun, rising or setting (partially exposed or partially o...  (13.8)

3 06.03.03 Open sea, stretches of water without shore, multiple wav...  (12.9)

4 26.01.06 Semi-circles                                                 (11.8)

5 06.01.04 Mountains, mountain landscapes                               (10.9)

6 06.09.03 Farms                                                        (10.2)

7 01.15.01 Rainbows                                                     (10.1)

8 01.05.25-Other representations of the sun                             (9.9)

9 07.11.11-Roads without lines or dividers                              (9.5)

10 01.15.13-Single wave of water                                        (9.4)



Image classification: example

1 03.01.08 Dogs                                                         (14.8)

2 03.01.24 Stylized cats, dogs, wolves, foxes, bears, lions or tige...  (14.5)

3 18.13.05 Yokes, collars, leashes, and harnesses for other animals     (13.8)

4 03.01.07 Shadows or silhouettes of dogs                               (13.5)

5 03.01.04 Domestic cats                                                (10.9)

6 03.03.24 Stylized elephants, hippopotami, rhinoceri, giraffes, al...  (9.8)

7 03.03.01 Elephants, mammoths                                          (9.7)

8 03.01.26 Costumed animals and those with human attributes in this...  (9.6)

9 02.11.01 Hearts                                                       (9.2)

10 03.01.17 Cats, dogs, wolves, foxes, bears, lions or tigers with f...  (8.6)



Image classification: example

1 02.03.22 Heads, portraits or busts of women in profile                (13.2)

2 02.03.18 Women wearing ribbons or flowers in their hair               (11.6)

3 02.03.24 Stylized women, including women depicted in caricature f...  (10.3)

4 02.03.01 Heads, portraits, busts of women not in profile.             (10.0)

5 02.03.02 Shadows or silhouettes of women                              (9.9)

6 05.05.25 Other flowers including daffodils and irises                 (8.9)

7 17.03.25 Other jewelry, including pendants, earrings and brooches     (8.5)

8 02.03.25 Other women including hobos, women holding fans and wome...  (8.4)

9 02.07.02 Groups of females                                            (8.2)

10 02.03.09 Romans, Greeks or Egyptian women (ancient dress)             (8.1)



Image classification: example

1 05.09.13 Slices or quarters of fruits, open fruits                    (13.0)

2 05.09.04 Lemons, limes                                                (10.9)

3 05.09.03 Oranges, tangerines and the like; grapefruit                 (10.4)

4 01.15.18 More than one drop including teardrops or raindrops          (10.1)

5 01.15.08 A single drop (including a single raindrop or a single t...  (9.6)

6 05.05.25 Other flowers including daffodils and irises                 (8.4)

7 05.03.25 Other leaves                                                 (7.9)

8 01.01.04 A single star with six points                                (7.8)

9 02.11.01 Hearts                                                       (7.3)

10 18.03.06 Baby carriages and strollers                                 (7.2)



Artificial Intelligence





Search with Vienna Codes

Search with AI

 A smaller haystack

 A smaller stack ordered by 

relevance.

Vienna class vs image search



More precision

Well defined concepts 

Only figurative image 
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